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Abstract: Service Composition plays an important feature 
for integrating many services into a single service. These 
services become complex and unable to complete their 
task if any failure has occurred during the execution. For 
handling these failures, Reliability is the significant aspect 
for ensuring every service effectively. From the various 
research works, we have analyzed that these aspect has not 
been measured completely. Our objective is to propose a 
metric suite for measuring Reliability in service 
composition. Their aspect has been identified and 
represented in the form of Taxonomy and metrics for each 
aspect are formulated. Experiments are designed and the 
existing recovery decision model namely Replication 
model also applied in order to recover from failure. The 
metrics are evaluated using Colored Petri Net (CPN) and 
their corresponding simulation results are also reported. 

Keywords: Service Oriented Architecture, Service 
Composition, Metric Suite, Reliability aspects, 
Replication model, Colored Petri Net (CPN).   

1. Introduction 

In Service-Oriented Environment, Service Composition 
[1, 2, 3, 4 and 5] is a significant quality to combine 
services together into a single service. Those, Service can 
be either atomic or composite service [6]. Atomic service 
is a one that doesn’t invoke another service whereas 
composite service invokes another service and there arises 
dependency between them. In this paper, we consider 
composite service for composing services effectively. It 
can be made by three methods namely static, dynamic and 
semi- automatic [5, 6]. Services can be composed via a 
patterns namely Sequential, Parallel, Conditional and 
loop [5, 7]. Sequential composition pattern is defined as 
the step by step execution of each of services to complete 
their task. Parallel composition pattern is defined as 
concurrent execution of two or more services and thereby 
saves both execution and computational times. 
Conditional composition pattern is defined as based on 

particular constraints each of the services are executed. 
Loop composition pattern is defined as recursive 
execution of either of atomic or composite service. 

 
In execution steps, if one the intermediate service fails, 
then all those dependent services also fails resulting in 
wastage of time to recover from failure. Therefore, 
Reliability is one of important aspect for handling those 
failures and it is defined as how much execution steps it 
requires for getting consistent outcome. 

The structure of this paper is organized as follows: 
Section II is to identify the issues that are not considered 
for measuring Reliability in Service Composition. Section 
III, is to discuss about the proposed metric suite for 
measuring Reliability in Service Composition, Section IV 
is to discuss about experimental design for handling 
failures during the execution of services by applying 
existing recovery decision model namely Replication 
model, Section V discuss final outcome of evaluating 
each of the metrics effectively using Colored Petri Net 
(CPN) tool. 

2. Related work 
 

This section is to recognize what are all the transactional 
properties and evaluation required for considering 
Reliability aspects during Service Composition. 
According to Kanchana Rajaram et al., [8], Guisheng et 
al., [9] and Rafael Angarita,et al [10] proposes 
transactional property for checking Reliability in Service 
Composition. It is founded that only transactional 
properties are directly addressed and they didn’t consider 
any other aspect for ensuring Reliability during execution 
of Service Composition. Next, let us discuss about what 
are evaluation aspect require for measuring Reliability in 
Service Composition that are contributed by different 
researcher. According to researcher, M. Thirumaran, et 
al., [11] it is founded that only Availability, Service 
Interruption time are considered for evaluation, other 
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factors such as execution time, accessibility, 
maintainability has not been addressed. Similarly, Wei 
Zhou, et al., [12], Zuohuo Ding et al., [13], Huiyuan 
Zheng, et al., [14], M. Rajeswari, et al., [15] also proposed 
evaluation aspects for measuring Reliability in Service 
Composition. 
 
All those previously described works, there are some of 
issues that are not addressed for measuring Reliability in 
Service Composition are given below: 

 Constituents of reliable Service Composition 
have not been addressed and measured exactly 
and completely [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. 

 These constituents include direct and indirect 
measurement of Reliability in Service 
Composition is not measured completely. 

 There are only limited number of factors are used 
to check Reliability aspects during Service 
Composition [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. 

 There is no metric suite for measuring Reliability 
in Service Composition. 

To overcome these issues, our proposal is to provide a 
metric suite for measuring Reliability in Service 
Composition. 

3. Proposed System-Metric Suite for Measuring 
Reliability in Service Composition 

During invocation of services or execution of service, any 
failures occurs this makes overall system to yield failure 
and also unable to complete their execution during 
Service Composition. Thus, Reliability aspects play an 
important role for handling that failure effectively. As 
stated in previous section II some of the issues that are not 
considered for measuring Reliability in Service 
Composition are defined. Therefore, Our Proposal is to 
provide metric suite for measuring Reliability in Service 
Composition. It is measured by two aspects namely direct 
Reliability aspects and indirect Reliability. Finally, these 
proposed metric suite are applied in recovery decision 
model namely replication model [17] for handling failure 
during execution of every service. 

A.  Metric Suite for measuring Reliability in Service 
Composition. 

The proposed metric suite is categorized into three 
divisions namely, 

1. Reliability aspects Identification in 
Service Composition. 

 
 2. Taxonomy for measuring Reliability in Service 
Composition. 
 3. Metric formulation for Reliability aspects. 
 
1) Reliability aspects Identification in Service 
Composition. 

This sub-section is to identify what are the aspects used to 
measure Reliability during Service Composition and it is 
measured by two aspects namely direct and indirect 
Reliability aspects which are discussed briefly in 
subsection and also presents the significance of each the 
Reliability aspects. 

a) Direct Reliability aspects 

Direct Reliability aspects are defined as how failures can 
be handled directly during Service Composition. Many 
researches consider only limited aspects for measuring 
Reliability in Service Composition. Example, Only 
availability and response time are considered but 
remaining Reliability aspects are not considered while 
composing service effectively. There are various aspects 
categorized to perform Direct Reliability aspects. They 
are Availability, Accessibility, Response Time, 
Throughput, Execution Time, Computational Time and 
Document match checking. All these aspects significance 
with respect to Reliability are described in table 1. 

b) Indirect Reliability aspects 

An indirect Reliability aspect is defined as how failures 
can be handled internally by system to complete their 
activity effectively. Maintainability is an indirect 
reliability for handling failures. The importance of 
maintainability aspects is to restore services from failure 
and thus Reliability is ensured. This aspects significance 
with respect to Reliability is described in table 1. 

Table 1. Significance of Considering Reliability Aspects 

Reliability 
Aspects

Significance of each aspects with respect to 
Reliability 

Direct Reliability Aspect 

Availability 

To check whether the requested services are 
available in the service repository. If services are 
available then there is no occurrence of failure. 
In case, if requested services are not available 
then there occurs a fault and because of this 
unavailability it is difficult to complete their task 
effectively.
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Accessibility 

To check whether services can be accessed or 
not. If services are accessed then it returns true 
value otherwise it returns false value. If it returns 
true, this indicates that there is no occurrence of 
failure otherwise it returns false. 

Response time 
Is to check how well response is delivered to 
service consumer. If response is not sent then is 
occurrence of any fault in sy 

Throughput 

Is used to measure how many numbers of 
services are invoked per second. If services are 
invoked and if any failure occurred, those failure 
handling is done by using this aspects.

Execution time 

It is to check how much time takes to execute 
each service via its execution paths. If any of 
services are not executed then there occurs fault 
and it take more time to recover from failure.

Computational 
Time 

It is to check how much time takes to execute 
whole services via its execution paths. If fault 
occurs then it take more time to recover from it.

Document 
match 

checking 

It is to check how many WSDL file are required 
for composing service. If those all documents are 
present then Reliability plays important role for 
considering this aspect. 

Indirect Reliability Aspect 

Maintainability 
This aspect is to restore from failure during 
Service Composition. 

 
2. Taxonomy for Measuring Reliability in Service 
Composition 
 
Taxonomy for measuring Reliability in Service 
Composition is shown in figure 1. It consists of four levels 
namely level 0, 1, 2 and 3. Level 0 indicates Reliability in 
Service Composition. Level 1 indicates constituents. 
These constituents include  direct and indirect Reliability 
aspects.  Level 2 and 3 represents their aspects 
classification based on direct and indirect Reliability 
aspects. 

3. Reliability aspect formulation 

Table 2. Shows the metric formulation for each of the 
Reliability aspects for measuring Reliability in Service 
Composition. 

 

Figure.1 Taxonomy for Measuring Reliability in Service 
Composition 

Table 2. Metric Formulation for each Reliability Aspects 

RELIABILITY 
ASPECT 

METRIC 
FORMULATION 

RELIABILITY ASPECT 
DESCRIPTION 

Availability 

Av= Acs-f/N 

Where, Acs-Agreed 
composite service, f –
fault occurrence, N- 

Total number of service 

This aspect is to check how 
many services are agreed from 
Service Repository. If agreed 
services are available, then 
fault occurrence is said to be 0 
otherwise it returns 1.  f is 
number of occurrence of fault. 

Accessibility 
Ac= {true (1)  

       false (0)} 

If it returns true, then it 
indicates that services can be 
accessible upto its execution 
paths.  If it returns false then it 
indicates that there is 
occurrence of failure.

Response time Rt=Lt-Ft 

It is time interval between last 
time and first time.  Where, 
Last time (Lt)- time taken to 
yield a response and First time 
(Ft)- time request is sent. 

Throughput Th= ∑  

Counts number of services 
invoked during execution of 
every services effectively. 
Where, i denotes execution 
steps for every services and 
whose value ranges from 0 to 
n. 

Execution time 
Et= 

∏ ,,  

Returns Maximum number of 
execution time between the 
service Si and Sj via its 
execution paths.

Computational 
Time 

Ct=∏ ,,  
Returns Minimum number of 
computational time between 
the service Si and Sj via its 
execution paths. 

Document 
match checking 

Doc= Sdm/D 
Sdm-Counts Number of 
documents matched for each 
of services.D-Total number of 
documents. 

 
All those formulated metrics are evaluated by using 
simulation tool namely Colored Petri Net (CPN) [16].  
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4. Experimental Design 

In our experimental design, we consider two composition 
engines 1 and 2. First composition engine is to execute 
two services namely s1 and s2 and in the second 
composition engine there are three services namely s3, s4 
and s5. Service consumer will request for services and 
corresponding composition engine will look for required 
service and therefore, satisfies the user request. In our 
design, we have used BOOL data type to check for any 
failure in execution paths. Therefore, it has two values 
namely, true and false. If value is true, then there is no 
occurrence of failure whereas if value is false then 
composition engine will decide that there is occurrence of 
failure. In our scenario we have designed 8 services 
namely s1, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6, s7 and s8 as shown in figure 
2.  

In that two services s1 and s2 are combined and they are 
executed parallel based on the constraints [s1 and also s2] 
and those values are given to form a service s6. Thus, to 
execute service s6, the service s1 and s2 should have to be 
executed before. Similarly, in composition engines 2, 
there have been three services namely s3, s4 and s5 and 
these three services are executed parallel by constraints 
[s3 and also s4 and also s5] and their values are given to 
service s7. Thus, both service s6 and s7 should not be 
executed before s1, s2, s3, s4 and s5. For combining all 
these services based on constraints [s1 and also s2 and 
also s3 and also s4 and also s5] to form s8. In our case, 
there occurs fault in service s3, s4 and s5. To overcome 
these failure replication model [17] is applied to recover 
from failure. 

5. Result Analysis 

The implementation result of our proposed metric suite 
are represented in similar way, as illustrated in the 
taxonomy, from the previous section 3. In that taxonomy, 
Level 1, indicates constituents of measuring reliability 
during the execution of every services. This constituent 
includes direct and indirect measures are considered.  

Table 3, describes metric value for direct reliability 
aspects such as Accessibility, Availability, Throughput, 
Document match checking, Execution time, 
Computational time and Response time with and without 
failure has been observed. Steps are how much execution 
steps required for execution of every service to complete 
their task effectively.  Figure 2, shows the execution steps 
from step 0 upto 3. Execution paths is path exist between 
two or more services to reach its final outcome. Failure 
occurrence is number of occurrence of failure are noticed 

during execution of every services in each steps. 
Accessibility aspects returns value either true or false. If 
it returns true, then it indicates that there is no occurrence 
of failure and it returns false, if any failure has occurred. 
Availability is to check how many services are available 
in composition engine. This aspects returns value between 
0 and 1. If value is 1, then it indicates 100% of services 
are available. Throughput, Document match checking 
also returns value between 0 and 1. If value is 1, then it 
means 100% of requested documents are matched. If any 
failure occurs, both aspects returns value 0. In our case, 
there occurs failure in service s3, s4, s5 and it returns 
value 0.  

 
Next, there are three time related aspects namely 
execution, computational and response time. If any failure 
occurs, these three aspects will get more time to get 
consistent outcomes and those values are observed for 
each execution steps. In step 0, initially, both the 
execution and computational time are 0 and remaining 
aspects are nil. During the step 1, service s1 and s2 are 
executed simultaneously, they are available and also 
accessible and their respective metric value are between 0 
and 1 for availability and accessibility returns metric 
value either false or true. Execution times for this step are 
service s1 and s2 are 1723 and 1757 seconds respectively. 
Computational time is minimum time taken to execute 
both service and whose value is 1723 seconds. In step 2, 
service s6 should not be executed before the execution of 
service s1 and s2. Execution time for this step is the 
maximum execution time between two services, and it 
returns value 1757 seconds and computational time 
returns metric value 2000 seconds. While executing step 
3, there occurs failure in three services namely, s3, s4 and 
s5 and their relevant execution time are 2418, 2014, 2018 
seconds respectively and Computational time returns 
value 2014 seconds.  

 
Due to the failure, in service s3, s4 and s5, it is unable to 
access remaining service s7 and s8. To overcome this 
failure, replication model is applied as shown in figure 3 
and 4, which describes the execution steps from step 4, 5 
and 6 and their corresponding metric value with and 
without failure are presented in table 3.   
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Figure.2   Execution Step 0,1,2,3 

In step 4, failure in the step 3, are resolved by applying 
replication model, in the failed service s3, s4 and s5. 
Because of failure in this step, it takes more time to 
execute each of the services. The corresponding 
Execution times in this step are 6278, 6004, 5995 and 
their Computational time returns value 5995. Therefore, 
service s7 and s8 are executed and their metric values are 
also reported. 

 

Figure.3   4th step: Replication model is applied to 
overcome failure in service s3, s4 and s5 

Figure. 4      6th step: Both step 2 and 5 values are 
compared and maximum execution time is noticed 

A. Generation of Log files with Failure and without 
failure 

 
This section is to discuss about the generation of log files 
with and without failure during execution of every 
services effectively. Sub-section 5.2.1, deals with 
generation of log files with occurrence of failure and in 
5.2.2 deals with generation of log file without occurrence 
of failure.  

1) Generation of log files with failure 
 
For each execution steps, log file is generated and it 
contains 4 tuples namely Data, counter, step and time as 
shown in figure 5. Initially, data and counter value is set 
to 0 and 1 respectively. After each steps, counter and data 
value gets incremented during the execution of services. 
Step and time is how much steps and time required while 
executing each service to attain its final outcome. In our 
experiments, it has reached upto step 3, after this steps it 
unable to access the services. In Step 0, data, counter and 
timer values are 0, 1 and 0.0 respectively.  In step 1, their 
values are 1, 1 and 1000 and so on. Finally, in step 3, data, 
counter and time value is 0, 6 and 2014. From our 
experiments we have analysed, upto service s6, it is 
available and accessible but unable to access s7, s8 since 
service s3, s4 and s5 got failed and returns false value. 
After applying replication model those failed services can 
be handled effectively and overall performance can be 
improved. Figure 6, shows the simulation result for 
response time and maintainability with failure. 

 

 
 

Figure.5 Generation of Log files during execution of 
every service for each execution steps with failure 
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Figure.6  Generation of Response Time and 

Maintainability Report with failure 
 

2. Generation of Log files without failure  

Figure 7, shows generation of log files, after recovering 
from failure, for each execution steps without failure. 
Figure 8, indicate the simulation result for response time 
and maintainability report without failure. 

 
 

Figure.7   Generation of Log files during execution of 
service for each execution steps without failure 

 
 

Figure.8   Generation of Response Time and 
Maintainability Report without Failure 

Table 3 Metric Value for Direct Reliability Aspects with 
and Without Failure 

 
 

With the help of proposed metric, founded that each of the 
aspects quantification had a greater implication for handling 
the failures during the execution of every services.   As the 
number of failure increases, our proposed metric suite will 
quantify the occurrence of failure and applies existing 
replication model for handling those failures effectively. 
Thus, we conclude that reliability aspects are addressed 
completely during execution or invocation of service. 

Conclusion 

Reliability is one of important aspects, for handling 
failures effectively during the execution of every service. 
Current issues that are not considered for ensuring these 
aspects are also discussed. To overcome these issues, the 
objective of our proposed work is to provide a metric suite 
for measuring Reliability in Service Composition. 
Constituents for ensuring Reliability Aspects are 
recognized. These constituents include direct and indirect 
measures for measuring these aspects in service 
composition are identified and they are represented in the 
form of taxonomy, metric for each aspect is formulated. 
Experiments are also designed for evaluating each of the 
metric using Colored Petri Net (CPN). A comprehensive 
analysis of results reveals the significance of our metric 
suite is also discussed. With the help of proposed metric, 
we conclude that each of the aspects that are quantified 
had a greater implication for handling the failures during 
the execution of every service. As the number of failure 
increases, our proposed metric suite will quantify the 
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occurrence of failure and applies existing replication 
model for handling those failures effectively. Thus, we 
conclude that reliability aspects are addressed completely 
during execution or invocation of service. 
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